Canopy constructed of "Construction Foam" and coated with alcohol thinned epoxy. (Can be fiberglassed if desired.)

When installing motor keep back edge as close as possible in the hull. If you fail to do so you will have hand clearance issues.

Drive Layout (XL shown):
- All Wire Drive
- Outboard foot modified for wire drive
- Follower bar electric nodder
- OBES Water jacket

Whenショーア半径1/16in, the grain shortest direction permitted. On the transom the grain should run parallel with the steps.

Then sheet with 1/64th plywood running the grain 90° to the balsa grain. This will create an incredibly light and strong boat.

Hatch Top 1/16 balsa

All parts 1/8th Balsa

A: All sheets 1/64th balsa. Then sheet with 1/64th ply. 1/8th ply transom required for outdrive mounting.